Teaching Senior Portfolio

Each Teaching Senior will assemble a portfolio of items to reflect efforts and performance during the rotation. Teaching Portfolios should include:

- Student evaluations of resident teaching (collected in E*Value)†
- Faculty evaluations of resident teaching sessions - Morning Report and afternoon sessions
- Copies of completed Structured Clinical Observation (SCO) and Brief Structured Observation (BSO) forms (evidence of practice giving feedback based on direct observation) - one per student in the ACC or at Valley Urgent Care – to be reviewed with Dr. Blankenburg. Teaching senior should be prepared to discussed pros and cons of SCO vs BSO during debriefing with Dr. Blankenburg.
- Copies of completed Checklist for Documentation Forms
- Documentation of completion of the School of Medicine Individual Evaluators’ Tutorial†
- Handouts or other educational materials developed during the rotation*

* These items will be included on the Housestaff Website, as a resource for future Teaching Seniors and other residents. Please let the Chief Residents or Gretchen know if you do not want your materials posted.

† Rotation Coordinator will assemble these items